Learning vector quantization (LVQ) is one of the most powerful approaches for prototype based classification of vector data, intuitively introduced by Kohonen. The prototype adaptation scheme relies on its attraction and repulsion during the learning providing an easy geometric interpretability of the learning as well as of the classification decision scheme. Although deep learning architectures and support vector classifiers frequently achieve comparable or even better results, LVQ models are smart alternatives with low complexity and computational costs making them attractive for many industrial applications like intelligent sensor systems or advanced driver assistance systems.
Introduction
Classification learning from data samples is one of the most important tasks in computational intelligence. It belongs to the supervised learning approaches, which is the most common form in machine learning [1] . Several strategies are established for this task ranging from multi-layer perceptrons (MLP, [2, 3] ), statistical learning techniques to deep learning (DL) architectures, which currently gain large attraction [4, 5] . Yet, all these approaches are mainly influenced by the Bayes theory of decisions and classification [6, 7] .
Among general supervised learning problems, the classification learning of vector data plays a central role in data processing. A huge amount of data are given as vectors or can be coded in vectorial form after preprocessing. For those kinds of data, classification schemes designed especially for vector data are frequently more appropriate than general schemes like decision trees taking not into account the vector structure of the data [8] . Moreover, keeping in mind the rapidly growing number of available data, classification learning is demanded to handle big data leading to the related task of data compression. However, classification learning and data compression of vector data are the two different sides of one coin, which are closely related to supervised and unsupervised vector quantization [9] . Beside other paradigms, prototype based approaches are known to be robust machine learning methods with high performance, in general, while being often easy to interpret [10] . In this sense, unsupervised vector quantization consists of the generation of a set of representative prototype vectors for a given data set, whereby the distribution of the prototypes should approximate the data density as good as possible [11] . The approaches differ in the interpretation of the approximation criteria. Here geometric approaches like in c-means [12] or general information theoretic approaches are favored [13, 14] . Biologically inspired vector quantization learning approaches like the self-organizing map (SOM) or the neural gas (NG) vector quantizer are effective tools for the vector quantization task [15, 16] . In case of supervised vector quantization for classification learning, the prototypes are used to determine the classification decision. Two basic principles can be distinguished: class representative prototypes are demanded to represent the class distributions whereas border-sensitive schemes favor prototypes indicating the class borders. One of the most prominent examples of the latter strategy is the support vector machine approach (SVM, [17] ), where the prototypes are denoted as support vectors. In contrast, original learning vector quantization (LVQ) as introduced by T. Kohonen was designed to approximate the class distributions by representative prototypes as known from unsupervised vector quantization [18, 19, 20] . The intuitive interpretation and the robust behavior of LVQ have gained a large attraction of this neural based learning approach [21, 22] . Yet, the basic LVQ models are restricted in the range of applications, because many more complex classification tasks can not be handled in adequate manner by the original scheme. During the last years these drawbacks were heavily attacked by the community. Extensions and modifications of the original LVQ were established to overcome many difficulties while keeping the basic principles and ideas. Moreover, mathematical justification of the algorithm variants and their properties lead a theoretical basis providing a framework comparable to statistical learning theory for SVM.
Another important aspect of LVQ models, making them interesting for industrial applications or intelligent sensor systems like advanced driver assistance systems, is their pre-determined complexity due to the fixed number of prototypes. This property can be a disadvantage, which can be partially solved by growing architectures known from unsupervised learning [23, 24] . However, this may cause instabilities known as the stability-plasticitydilemma [25] . Otherwise, the pre-defined number maybe an advantage for restricted environments. If the performance is lower than for complex networks like deep learning models with a large number of pre-trained sub-layers or SVM models with a huge number of support vectors as we frequently find for high-performance systems for difficult recognition tasks, but the performance is still sufficient for a smart LVQ model, the latter one is the preferred alternative for systems with restricted resources.
This review article outlines these developments in theory of LVQ and relates them to other classification learning strategies like SVM and DL. Yet, rather being a complete book of LVQ theory it is more a good starting point for more detailed study in the field. Hence, it can be more seen as a guid-ance how to adapt the original LVQ to new problems and applications.
2 The origins of LVQ and the basic standard scheme
For LVQ we suppose training data V ⊆ R n with each v ∈ V has a class label c (v) ∈ C = {1, . . . ,C} indicating to which class v belongs. Further, we
with labels c (w k ) ∈ C such that at least one prototype is assigned to each class.
The origins of LVQ -Bayesian motivation of the attraction-repusion-scheme
We start with the motivation of LVQ based on the Bayes theory of decisions and general vector quantization, as it is proposed by Kohonen [15] . His main observation is that for the realization of such a classifier the estimation of the class densities could be realized by means of unsupervised vector quantization using class related data densities. To explain this idea we follow exactly the explanations in [15] but with more mathematical precision:
Suppose a class probability model with classes C = {1, . . . ,C} defined in R n , where the priori probability of class c ∈ C is denoted as P c . The probability that a vector x ∈ R n is generated by class c is the conditional model probability P (x|c) such that P (x) = ∑ c P (x|c) is the overall model density function.
We further assume that given training data v ∈ V are generated by this model. Hence, the conditional data probability P (v|c) takes P (v|c) = 1 iff c (v) = c and zero elsewhere.
Following the Bayes theory we consider the model discriminant function
determines the optimum decision. The Bayesian model class region B c of the class c regarding the probability model consists of those vectors x ∈ R n for which c * = c is valid, i.e. for which the class determining function
of the probabilistic model is greater than zero for an arbitrary normalization constant β > 0. Here
is the most proximate discriminant function of a class h different from c (incorrect class with respect to the Bayesian model class region B c ). Thus the sum
with β from (3) chosen as β = ∫ b (x) dx becomes a formal class model density function, which can be taken as a Bayes decision based class probability density related to the given class probabilistic model, which vanishes at the Bayesian class borders.
In unsupervised prototype based vector quantization the N prototypes W = {w k ∈ R n , k = 1 . . . M} without label information should represent V as good as possible [11] . The winner-takes-all rule (WTA)
realizes a nearest prototype principle, such that w s(v) is the overall winner prototype with
. Here d is a general dissimilarity measure, usually chosen as the squared Euclidean distance d 2 being the special case p = 2 for the p-th power
of the Minkowski l p -distance. The expected quantization error
depends on the overall model density P (x) evaluated for the data vector v. This error can be optimized by stochastic gradient descent learning (SGDL) yielding
as averaged update rule [26, 27, 28] . The set
is denoted as the receptive field of the prototype w k or the (masked) Voronoi cell [29] . Now, the idea of Kohonen in context of the class dependend model is the formal replacement of the overall data density P (v) in (7) by the class model density function b from (4) but here calculated for the data vectors v such that a class dependent vector quantizer is obtained with 
, we obtain δ s * (v) P (v|s * ) · P s * = P s * and δ h * (v) = 0, and hence w s(v) is shifted towards the center of B s * (v) . Otherwise, if s * ̸ = c (v) it follows that δ h * (v) = P c(v) and δ s * (v) P (v|s * ) · P s * = 0 are valid leading to a repulsion punishment. In consequence, the (so far) unlabeled prototypes are asymptotically attracted to be responsible for the Bayesian model class regions.
These observations motivate the most basic learning rule known as LVQ1: As in the beginning of this chapter, we assume the prototypes equipped with class labels and the nearest prototype learning according to WTA (5) . Both ingredients are used to estimate the Bayesian regions B c based on the receptive fields R k . More specifically, the goal is to obtain a good correspondence
obtained by prototype adaptation according to
with a learning rate 0 < α ≪ 1 and shift control
, realizing the idea of attraction and repulsion punishment. Early improvements regarding an adaptive learning rate, update also of the second winner and stabilizing rules lead to variants OLVQ, LVQ2 and LVQ3. However, all these LVQ variants remain a heuristic. Moreover, although never explicitly stated so far, the quantity E class−V Q in (10) is not a valid cost function for vector quantization. This is due to the fact that for certain realizations v the evaluation of b (v) may yield negative results and, hence, is not longer a density.
Mathematical justification of LVQthe generalized LVQ as the basic standard scheme
Although original LVQ is only a heuristic method for classifier design, it is remarkably successful and delivers frequently very good results. As mentioned above, the resulting prototype adaptation rules allows a geometric interpretation in terms of attraction and repulsion, which is intuitive and simple. This easy but robust scheme is one of the key ingredients for the big popularity of LVQ. However, as we have seen before, a rigorous mathematical justification in terms of a well-defined cost function to be minimized is not available for the original LVQ.
To overcome this situation Sato&Yamada presented a generalized LVQ (GLVQ, [30] ) minimizing a cost function based on an approximation of the classification error but keeping the principle of attraction and repulsion punishment. More precisely, they introduced a classifier function
with the quantities
for a general but differentiable dissimilarity measure d, which is usually chosen to be the squared Euclidean distance d E as in the original version [30] . Here w + = w + (v) is the best matching prototype according to the WTA (5) but restricted to prototypes with correct class label c (w k ) = c (v), whereas w − = w − (v) is the best matching prototype with incorrect class label. At this point it should be explicitly mentioned that µ W d (v) plays the role of a discriminant function in GLVQ comparable to (1) for Bayes classifier.
Obviously, the classifier function µ W d (v) yields negative values in case of a correct classification. Hence, the overall exact classification error is given as
with
being the Heaviside step function and #V denotes the cardinality of V . To ensure differentiability, Sato&Yamada replaced the Heaviside function by a monotonously increasing function f , frequently chosen either as the identity function f id (x) = x or as a sigmoid function like
where the parameter θ > 0 controls the steepness of the slope, i.e. for θ ↘ 0 the sigmoid function f θ (x) becomes the Heaviside H (x). Thus the cost function to be minimized for GLVQ rewrites as
constituting an approximation of (12) with the local errors
SGDL for E GLV Q (V,W, d) is realized updating both, w + and w − , at the same time for a randomly chosen input vector v according
are local scaling factors still depending on the particular choices of d and f . Here f ′ denotes the derivative ∂ f ∂µ . Again, α is the general learning rates as before. Hence, the factor αξ ± µ (v, f , d) in (17) can be seen as a localized learning rate for v. Further, the derivative (17) becomes the repulsing and attraction shift as known from LVQ2.1 [15] .
It turns out that GLVQ belongs to the margin optimizing classifiers as the popular SVM. In contrast to SVM, which maximizes the separation margin, GLVQ optimizes the local hypothesis margin
corresponding to the global hypothesis margin
and being a lower bound of the separation margin [31] .
A probabilistic approach of LVQ was proposed in [32] . For this purpose, the log-likelihood ratio using a Gaussian mixture model is considered and a SGDL scheme is provided. This so-called Robust Soft LVQ (RSLVQ) delivers frequently very stable solutions. Alternatively, a Gaussian mixture model with direct SGDL was investigated in [33] . The resulting soft nearest neighbor classification approach can be seen as an annealed version of LVQ. An information theoretic GLVQ variant based on cross entropy optimization was introduced in [34] , however, showing stability problems in convergence.
One of the major problems in GLVQ learning concerns the sensitivity with respect to initialization of the prototypes as well as the the avoidance of dead units (prototypes). This problem can be tackled by incorporation of neighborhood cooperativeness as known from SOM and NG [35] . An alternative possibility was provided in [36] , proposing a parametrized distance measure based on the harmonic mean of all prototype distances to the given input, which smoothly exchanges to the standard distance in dependence on the parameter.
Class typical prototypes versus class border-sensitive LVQ variants
One of the main aspects contributing to the popularity of LVQ methods is the intuitive assumption that the prototypes are localized within the class distribution, i.e. the prototypes are representatives of their classes. Although this behavior is frequently observed, it is not ensured by the GLVQ algorithm mathematically, see Fig. (1) . The respective problem of generative (representative) models versus classification property was generally discussed for vector quantization [9, 37, 38, 39] . In consequence, if a generative GLVQ models is strictly demanded, one has to add a respective penalty term to the cost function according to
forcing this behavior scaled by the parameter ϑ > 0 [38] .
Otherwise, if it is desirable to obtain prototypes describing the class borders more precisely, there are at least two possibilities: The first way is again to add a cost term penalizing large distances between w + and w − , i.e.
GLV Q−border localized
compelling the prototypes to be localized at the class borders controlled by the parameter γ > 0 [39] . If the transfer function f is specified as the sigmoid function f θ from (14) , the parameter θ can be used to control the border-sensitivity of the GLVQ. Because the derivative f ′ θ is involved into the prototype updates (17) via the scaling factors ξ ± µ (v, f , d) from (18) . Particularly, we have the derivative
determining the strength of
A significant prototype update only takes place for a small range of the classifier values µ in (11) depending on the parameter θ corresponding to the so-called active set
In consequence, the prototypes are responsible during learning only for the active setΞ, which is located alongside the class borders. Therefore, they are attracted by these regions and become bordersensitive. We emphasize at this point that the prototypes do not necessarily located near the class borders in difference to the previously discussed border-localized GLVQ.
Thus, both class border-responsible variants can bee seen as alternatives to SVMs, which identify data samples determining the class borders as support vectors.
Beyond the Euclidean world -GLVQ with non-standard dissimilarities and kernel metrics
Most of the models in machine learning and pattern recognition including the original LVQ and GLVQ are originally introduced based on the Euclidean distance or are immediate side-products like the RBF-kernel Yet, the Euclidean metric is not adequate for many problems. For example, data describing densities might be better distinguished using divergences or respective mutual information. In biology, frequently data are compared by correlations. More generally, one can think in terms of general dissimilarities and similarities [40, 41] . Thus it is necessary to adapt classifier models also for those scenarios.
As we learned before, the requirement regarding the dissimilarity applied in GLVQ is differentiability. Hence, the (squared) Euclidean distance can simply replaced by an arbitrary dissimilarity or similarity measure, whereby in the latter case the gradient descent has to be replaced by a gradient ascent. Several investigation show that this strategy can be successfully applied in GLVQ. One of the easiest possibilities to leave the Euclidean world is to apply d p from (6) directly with p ̸ = 2. This requires approximations of the absolute value function to ensure the differentiability [42] . In case of complex-valued data the differentiability conditions become at least critical [43] . Adequate processing requires a precise interpretation of the differentiability, the most convenient in context of GLVQ seems to be the so-called Wirtinger calculus [44] . Divergences for density and histogram data are considered in [45, 46] , metrics for functional data were reported in [47, 48, 49] . Correlation based GLVQ as preferred frequently in biological application was introduced in [50] using the differentiability of the Pearson correlation. Recent developments include tangent metrics to deal with invariances of data regarding classification, e.g. rotations of objects in images [51, 52] .
One of the most important alternatives to the Euclidean space in case of difficult classification tasks is an arbitrary Hilbert space H with potentially infinite dimension providing a greater flexibility for model adaptation. If the Hilbert space is related to a kernel κ constituting the respective inner product, SVMs use the implicit data mapping ϕ κ to H to to exploit this flexibility [53, 54] .
Yet, several attempts were made to incorporate the kernel approach also into LVQ schemes. First approaches use finite approximations in the infinite Hilbert space [55, 56] . A more elegant way is to replace the Euclidean distance directly by the kernel distance d κ generated from the kernel κ. If the kernel distance is d κ (v, w k ) is differentiable like the RBF kernel (23), we can immediately plugin this into GLVQ obtaining a kernel variant, which works exactly in the same Hilbert space [57] . Obviously, this trick could also be applied to RSLVQ. 1 Yet, the properties of general (dis-) similarities may cause surprising learning effects due to unexpected behavior. The most prominent example is that kernels as inner products in a Hilbert space do not necessarily be similarity measures. For a respective discussion we refer to [40, 59] .
If differentiability of the given data dissimilarity is not valid, embedding techniques could offer a possibility to handle the data [40] . Euclidean embedding for GLVQ assumes the prototypes to be linear combinations of the data and the prototype learning takes places as the adaptation of the respective coefficients [60] . If embedding is not adequate, a median variant of GLVQ can be applied, which restricts the prototypes to be data samples and uses a generalized expectation maximization scheme for learning [61] .
Relevance learning and related variants
Frequently, the classification is not based on all available data features. Only a few contribute to the decision. Thus a feature weighting according by means of the weighted Euclidean distance
with non-negative weights λ i as dissimilarity measure would be more appropriate. However, generally it is not known in advance, which data feature are relevant. The classification task depending feature weighting can be realized within the GLVQ framework yielding the generalized relevance LVQ (GRLVQ, [62] ) with the cost function E GRLV Q (V,W, f , d λ ) now depending on d λ compared to GLVQ. The task dependent adjustment of the weights λ i are obtained as SGDL of E GRLV Q (V,W, f , d λ ) with respect to λ i , which takes place at the same time as the prototype adaptation. This weight adaptation is denoted as relevance learning. After training high relevance weights λ i indicate high feature importance for the classification. Thus the relevance profile vector λ delivers information about the necessary data features for class discrimination. It turns out that the GRLVQ still optimizes the hypothesis margin with generalization bound deducible similar to SVM [63] . If the data are functional data, i.e. the data vectors are discrete realizations of function and, therefore, n becomes frequently large leading to a slowed convergence speed of GRLVQ during training. Yet, the relevance learning can be accelerated taking into account this functional behavior [47, 64] .
If also linear combination of the features are of interest, the matrix GLVQ (GMLVQ, [65] ) is adequate taking the quadratic form
with Ω ∈ R m×n as dissimilarity measure, whereby in the standard method m = n is valid. Thus the matrix Λ = Ω T Ω ∈ R n×n determines the linear correlations between the data features. Note that d Ω remains a squared Euclidean distance according to the equivalence
where Ω can be interpreted as projection matrix. If one considers the respective GLVQ cost function E GMLV Q (V,W, f , d Ω ) taking d Ω as dissimilarity in GLVQ and adapts the matrix entries Ω i j via SGDL, Λ yields a so-called classification correlation matrix indicating those linear correlation, which contribute to class discrimination. Usually, regularization techniques and have to accompany the matrix adaptation to achieve stable behavior [66, 67] . GR-LVQ is obtained restricting GMLVQ to diagonal matrices Λ. If m < n, a limited rank version is installed, which can be used for class separating data visualization [68] : If m ≤ 3, GMLVQ optimizes the approximated classification error according to both the localization of prototypes as well as the projection matrix Ω.
If heterogeneous or structured data with several components [v] l have to be processed, a single dissimilarity measure is not sufficient. Here combined
have to replace a single one, whereby each of the submeasures d l specifically designed for the respective data component compared with the prototype component [w] l and the non-negative weights γ l describe the influence [69, 70] . This approach is comparable to deep learning neural networks for structured data with specialized neurons [71] . Obviously, the relevance learning technique can be transferred immediately to this situation to optimize the influence of the components via the component weights γ l . Another, possibility is to apply different dissimilarities to the whole data vector and compare them regarding their performance for class discrimination [72, 73] .
Otherwise, if the data classes show invariances regarding data transformations the classifier should reflect this property, i.e. the classifier should recognize transformed data adequately. One possibility would be to extract respective invariant features as it is frequently done in pattern recognition and image processing [74, 75] . Another possibility is to apply tangent metrics, which handle the data as a certain point of a manifold describing the possible transformations [76, 77] . The crucial point is, which transformations are assumed to be in play. Recently, GLVQ was extended also to deal with this problem. More specifically, GLVQ is provided wih an adaptive tangent metric (GTLVQ) allowing to determine the respective invariances/transformations automatically during classification learning following the same principle as relevance learning [51, 52] .
Related to this subject is the classic transfer or representation learning [78, 79] . Here, after initial training of the network new data become available. However, these data are slightly different from the initial data, i.e. they can be seen as transformed data. to avoid complete new learning of the transfer data (and maybe destroying the knowledge of the already trained model), the transfer data should be processed using the already acquired information of the initial learning. First attempts for GLVQ are presented in [80] . Yet, it is obvious that this problem could be also tackled by GTLVQ learning first the prototypes by usual GLVQ for th initial data followed by the tangent learning according to the transfer data.
So far we discussed only global metrics/dissimilarities, i.e. the dissimilarities are equally applied for all prototypes. Localized variants are obtained if each prototype is equipped with its own dissimilarity. These localized GLVQ models offer further improvements and flexibility making them comparable to advanced methods for SVM and deep architectures.
Beyond the accuracy -Optimization of other statistical classification measures
As we pointed out previously, the cost function (15) of GLVQ approximates the classification error (11) . Yet, the classification is not appropriate in case of imbalanced data [81, 82] . Here other statistical measures are demanded to detect an accurate classification property adequately. For binary classification, frequently sensitivity (recall) ρ, precision π, and specificity ς are better suited to assess those situations [83, 84] , which all are calculated from the contingency table analysis based on the true positives (T P), true negatives (T N), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN). The F β -measure
developed by C.J. van Rijsbergen is well accepted in engineering [85] . For the common choice β = 1, F β is the fraction of the harmonic and the arithmetic mean of precision and recall, i.e. β controls the influence of both values.
Otherwise, we remind that detecting (exact) classification error is nothing else to count and to collect them in FP and FN. In GLVQ, the classification error CE = FP+FN N this is approximated by the cost function (15) . Hence, one can apply this approximation technique also to count all the contingency table quantities T P, T N, FP, and FN and combine them as required. Respective GLVQ variants are provided in [86] for the continuous as well as the median variant.
Alternatively, the receiver-operator-characteristic (ROC) is a advanced measure for classifier comparison in machine learning [87, 88] . Each classifier generates a T P-rate and a FP-rate and, thus, is a single point in the ROC-space, see Fig. (3)(left) . The analysis of the ROC-curve for parametrized classifiers is an established method to select optimum parameter configurations or to compare the classifier performances [82, 89] .
The latter problem is tackled investigating the area under the ROC-curve (AUROC) [91] . Here, the ROC-curve is the parameter depended curve consisting of the respective T P-rate-FP-rate-pairs, see Fig. (3)(right) . The best parametrized classifier is obtained for maximum AUROC.
Several attempts were made to include this scheme into neural networks and SVM [92, 93] . Yet, these approaches do not directly optimize the AUROC.
For GLVQ, a respective regime can be directly obtained using the parameter dependent classifier function µ
instead of (11). However, prototype optimization for this model requires to take the AUROC as cost function for GLVQ. Fortunately, this can easily be realized using structured input consisting of pairs of data vectors corresponding to both classes. For details we refer to [94, 90] . ROC curve for a classifier with continuous discriminant function and parameter γ. Different γ-values correspond to different classifier performances generating the ROC-curve. The area under the ROC-curve (AUROC) is equal to the probability P AB that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen A-instance higher than a randomly chosen B-instance. (according to [90] )
Summarizing this sub-section, the basic GLVQscheme can easily be adapted to more sophisticated statistical quality measures than the approximated classification error. Thus, the GLVQ-approach provide a great flexibility for user specific requirements regarding classification assessment.
Reject or classify -secure classification
Classification decisions by machine learning systems are always afflicted with uncertainty. According to [95] , one can distinguish aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty in the classifier. In the context of LVQ, aleatoric uncertainty is due to randomness in data generating scheme whereas epimistic uncertainty is related to the lack of knowledge. The latter case occurs if we observe overlapping class distributions in the training data, i.e. ambiguous regions near the classs borders whereas an example for aleatoric uncertainty are outliers in data [96, 97] , see Fig. 4 .
Several heuristic approaches were proposed to deal with these problems [98, 99, 100] or to treat it as a probabilistic approach [101, 102] . In LVQ systems usually reject options are applied after model training [103, 104] . An attempt to incorporate reject options into the SVM model was provided in [105] , which is based on geometric considerations. Yet, geometric approaches depend on the utilized dissimilarity measure. Recently, GLVQ was also adapted to deal with reject options already during learning. For this purpose, the theoretical framework for cost-based classification introduced by Chow was used [106] . This framework assigns to each classification decision as well as to the reject decision cost. Based on the Bayes theory a cost function is provided reflecting the the expected costs for errors C e , rejects C r , and correct decisions C c , whereby an proper scaling always ensures C c = 1 [107] . Accordingly, one can define outlier costs C o in outlier detection for the aleatoric uncertainty [108] . Feeding these advisements to the GLVQ we obtain
with the local classification error
depending on adaptive epimistic threshold ε ep and the classification error costs C e , the local classification reject error
involving additionally the reject costs C r , and the outlier reject error
to be a function of the aleatoric oulier threshold ε o [108, 109, 110] . Obviously, E GLV Q−re ject option can be optimized by SGDL in complete analogy to standard GLVQ yielding similar update rules for the prototypes. Moreover, the thresholds ε ep and ε o , which determine geometric reject regions, can be also adapted by SGDL such that optimum values are ascertained depending on the pre-defined costs.
An alternative but related approach to deal with uncertain classifications is to equip each classification decision with a certainty probability [111] . For LVQ systems this was realized based on the classifier function µ W d (v) and, therefore, also being a geometric approach [112] . However, the learning of GLVQ is not changed in this approach, because the so-called conformal prediction probability is only calculated for a classification decision in the recall phase when an unknown objects has to be classified but is not influencing any GLVQ learning scheme.
Conclusion
In this overview article we summarized recent developments in prototype based learning vector quantization for classification learning. Particularly, we show that the basic but theoretically justified GLVQ model can be easily adapted to diverse application requirements ranging from data specific dissimilarity measures and different classification success assessment to problems of certainty and secure classification. Most of these adaptations are intuitively comprehensible although mathematically verified and allow good interpretability. Thus GLVQ with variants can be seen as a basic module with task specific modifications keeping the basic principles offering a valuable alternative to SVM or deep learning techniques, which frequently are difficult to interpret and require advanced theoretical knowledge for correct use.
Another important advantage of LVQ models is the pre-defined model complexity determined by the number of prototype in advance. This feature becomes important, if only restricted resources are available like in many real-world sensor systems. Here limited memory as well as fast calculations may play a key role for a successful application. As previously discussed advanced driving assistance systems on car can neither use expansive pre-trained subnetworks as it is frequently the case in high performance deep learning architectures [113, 114] , nor a huge number of support vectors provided by a SVM requiring expansive calculations during the application phase. For those applications smart models, like LVQ networks with only a few prototypes, with maybe slightly lower but still acceptable performance are preferred.
As already mentioned in the introduction, we did not explicitly addressed in detail the problem of sensitivity of LVQ networks with respect to initialization. However, this difficulty can be solved involving the neighborhood learning idea from neural maps like SOM or NG into GLVQ (and its variants) [35] or applying relaxing techniques [36] . Thus we refer the reader to these investigations wellknown in neural computation and machine learning. Yet, neighborhood cooperativeness between the processing units (here prototypes) seems to be one of the best accelerating techniques for learning as it is was adopted from neural map learning in cortical brain areas [115] .
Understandably, this systematic LVQ overview can only serve as a starting point for further research and applications. Neither, this contribution is comprehensive at all nor provides the here chosen systematic approach the only point of view for prototype based classification in general and learning vector quantization in particular. It is rather a good survey of the state of the art for more detailed investigations when searching for a classification algo-rithm with special user specific requirements based on a few simple and intuitive principles. 
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